ENGLISH HOLIDAY HOMEWORK
CLASS VI (2019-20)
1.

Read one book each of the following authors:-

A. Roald Dahl- 1. Matilda 2. Danny the Champion of the World
3. BFG (Big Friendly Giant)
B. Ruskin Bond- 1. Rusty’s Adventures 2. The Panther’s Moon
3. Our Tress Still Grow at Dehra
C. R.L. Stevenson- 1. Kidnapped 2. The Treasure Island
Prepare any one of your favourite characters from the book you
read for monoacting (character portrayal). Write about your
favourite character on a thick A4 size sheet. Also draw/paste
his/her picture on it.
2. Read the lessons- L-5 Isaac Newton and L-6 On the Trail
from your coursebook.
3. Practise Nouns and Articles from your Grammar book.
4. Watch the following movies1. The Sound of Music
2. Aliens in the Attic
3. Mary Poppins
4. Mars Attack
5. Read the newspaper daily.
6. Revise for PT-1.
Spend limited time on electronic gadgets. Spend time with
your family and help them. Enjoy your holidays.
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AIR FORCE BAL BHARATI SCHOOL
CLASS VI
1. Learn the tables (till 20)
2. Make a scenery using Tangrams
3. Show the score of 5 batsmen of the winning team in the IPL match using bar graph.
4. Prepare for inter class character portrayal Competition to be held after vacation
( children will have to portray as a famous mathematician; narrating the said
mathematician’s life & contributions in 1-2 minutes)
5. Revise chapter 1 – Knowing our numbers
Chapter 2- Whole numbers
Chapter 3 – Playing with numbers (ex 3.1, 3.2 and 3.3) for the PT-1 to be
held in July 2019
Note : Above mentioned 2 and 3 are to be done on A-4 size sheets . Submit them in a
single folder.

Dearest Children,
Enjoy your vacations but at the same time enhance your thinking skill, increase your
knowledge, and also spare some time for revision during the holidays. Practice maths
everyday as “PRACTICE ISN’T THE THING YOU DO ONCE YOU ARE GOOD,
IT’S THE THING THAT MAKES YOU GREAT “.

SUMMER HOLIDAY HOME WORK
Subject- Science
Class- VI
1. Prepare a diet chart which will provide balance diet to you.
Objective of the project:-To understand the importance of different types of
nutrients for our growth & development.
2. Topic of the Project: Balanced Diet for me.
Guideline to do your project :1. On the cover page, child will mention his/her name, class, section and write the
topic.
2. Task 1: On the next page, Prepare a list of food items (with pictures) you commonly
eat and find out major nutrients contained in them.
3. Task 2: Make your own diet chart in tabular format on next page which should contain
all essential nutrients according to balanced diet. Compare and check if you are missing
any essential nutrient.
4. Cover all pages in transparent file.
5. Follow this diet to stay healthy.
6. Revise lesson 1, 2 and 3 and prepare for periodic test.

DATE OF SUBMISSION OF THE PROJECT: FIRST WEEK OF JULY

Air Force Bal Bharati School
Lodi road, New Delhi-110003
Class VI
Social science holidays homework
A. Students need to prepare a project work on Jainism OR Buddhism under the following
subheads:
1. Introduction
2. Founder
3. Eminent propagators
4. Main teachings
5. Evolution of religion
B. Paste pictures of any 5 who winning candidates from your state in the general elections 2019
and write a few lines about them

Computer Science Holiday Homework
Class VI (2019-20)

Choose any one of the following topics:
1. Computers in our Daily Lives
2. Mobile Computers
3. Input and Output Devices

 Create a Suitable Poster in Word/PowerPoint/Publisher
OR
 Make a File/Chart with required Pictures/Articles from the Newspaper or
Magazines
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SUMMER HOLIDAYS HOMEWORK 2019-20
CLASS - 6
SUBJECT- FRENCH
 Faites les cartes des flash du ‘visage’ (cinq au totale)
Ou
 Faites les cartes des flash du ‘corps’ (cinq au totale).
 Faites les exercices dans le cahier d’exercice jusqu’à leçon 3.

